AIS Surgery Special
B

eing placed on the waiting list for surgery yourself or having a child awaiting surgery can be a very worrying time. We do
know that being well prepared and hearing from others who have been through the procedure can help. With this in mind
we have put together a 9 page special to provide more in-depth information about the surgery. We start with some of our
members talking about their experiences of AIS surgery and sharing the advice and tips they wish that someone had given them
before the operation.

Naomi Dover
I had my surgery in 2011 at the age of 11. I now visit many
others who are due to have their scoliosis surgery. Advice
I often give them beforehand, which I had not been told
before, is to take a moisturiser and lip balm, I found my
face and particularly my lips went dry in hospital after the
operation and these came in handy. Also due to being stiff the
few days after, I advise people to take pyjamas which button
up the front as these are easier to get on after the operation.
I also advise girls to take in dry shampoo and baby wipes to
keep fresh for the first few days after the operation. You can’t
wash your hair or shower for a couple of days and these just
meant that I felt clean when family came to visit. Also a visiting
rota was useful during my time in hospital so I could plan to
always have family and friends around me when possible.
My sister Lucy and I had the operation a week apart. As
well as books and magazines, we also took in an iPad

David Moss

and a wireless internet dongle, so that we kept busy and
had access to the internet to keep in contact with friends.
I also believe that speaking to someone who
has been through the operation
before going through it helps a
lot. We went to see a girl who
had had the surgery 2 years
before, which put our minds at
rest. She showed a positive and
confident personality, which
made us realise in the long run
it is worth it. It also allows those
going for the operation to ask
questions of people who have
been through it themselves.
Lucy is now 19 and I’m 16. We are
both fit and healthy and believe it’s
the best decision we have made.

Lorna Dorans
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AIS Surgery Special:
Gill Botazzi
I’m now just over 15 months post-op and have a top curve of
25° and barely a bottom curve at all! I’m back to trampolining
and have recently mastered my back somersault unassisted!
I am doing PE A-level and haven’t let surgery get in the way!
For anyone getting ready for surgery; I’d like to let them know
that although it is a really scary thing, it’s manageable. You will
be in pain (it would be silly to think you won’t be) but the pain
does not last forever. It seems like it will when you’re in hospital
asking for more morphine (I’m surprised they had any left after
I was there!) but as soon as I got out of my back brace, I started
to feel more normal.
Support from your friends and family is vital. I can never thank
them enough for helping me through my surgery.
Harriet MacKinney
Before my surgery I wish someone had told me to plait my
I was diagnosed with scoliosis in the beginning of 2013. I hair! I left it in a bun and it meant, 3 days spent brushing out
was told I had two curves of almost 50° each.The main issue, the massive knot that was my hair.it was awful. I also wish
however, was that my lower curve was also twisting. 7 months someone had told me not to argue with my physiotherapist
later I had half of my spine untwisted and fused. I was in because they will just make you walk more!
hospital for 15 days in total, off school for 2 months, and wore I made a YouTube video about my journey if you’d like to
a back brace 24/7 for 6 months.
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Margaret Sarfas
In 1993 my son was operated on
at 13 years old. He had an 88° curve
so most of his spine is fused together.
The surgeon did tell him that things might
change a bit in his life but my son has such a
positive attitude. He teaches Arboriculture
at a college, which involves: tree climbing
and cutting down huge trees using
chainsaws. He also climbs Snowdon
when he gets the time! I am a proud
mum so l thought l would
share his story.
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Rebekah Cooling
My name is Rebekah. I’m 18 years old and
underwent surgery almost 2 years ago.
I wanted to share my advice with you
because I know how scary it is and how
isolating and upsetting the run-up to
surgery can be - not only with the existing
pain but also with
the worries about
the operation. I
also know how
helpful it is to have
someone to talk to
who’s been in the
same position as
you. So, here are
some things I’d like
you to know...

I
If you’re having surgery, it’s ok to be afraid.
Just know that you’re not alone and you
can always contact me if you would like
someone to talk to (email below).
Gentle exercise such as yoga or Pilates can
help with back pain. Just don’t overdo it!
Back massages also help!
Finally, even if your confidence and
self-esteem are dwindling, please try to
focus on what you’re going to look like
after the surgery. You’ll be straight again
and are likely be taller-I grew 2.5 inches!
Remember that to deal with this condition
and to go ahead with surgery shows
courage and determination despite fear.
You are so brave.
If you want to reach me, you can contact
me by email: bexcooling@hotmail.co.uk

As mum of a fused adolescent, we had a very positive
experience. The surgeon was great; he had a good bedside
manner and put our minds at rest. My son, who is 15, is
keen that this response is all positive and said he would do
it again if he had to. We were lucky enough to have had
private treatment, I don’t know how it differs!
I felt that I wasn’t informed enough before surgery,
about the recovery and what to expect; did I need to buy
anything? Was he going to be able to put his shoes and
socks on himself? Would he be able to go back to school
on the bus? Would he be able to go up and down stairs?
I didn’t feel confident I could care for him properly once
we got home. How would we manage pain? Would I need
to take time off work? How long would I need? I arranged
a month off work, another mother who was there at the
same time as us had booked two weeks. I didn’t need a
month as it turned out but it was nice to have some extra
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